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One of the most intriguing groups of enzymes, the feruloyl esterases (FAEs), is ubiquitous in both simple and 
complex organisms. FAEs have gained importance in biofuel, medicine and food industries due to their capability of 
acting on a large range of substrates for cleaving ester bonds and synthesizing high-added value molecules through 
esterification and transesterification reactions. During the past two decades extensive studies have been carried out 
on the production and partial characterization of FAEs from fungi, while much less is known about FAEs of bacterial 
or plant origin. Initial classification studies on FAEs were restricted on sequence similarity and substrate specificity 
on just four model substrates and considered only a handful of FAEs belonging to the fungal kingdom. This study 
centers on the descriptor-based classification and structural analysis of experimentally verified and putative FAEs; 
nevertheless, the framework presented here is applicable to every poorly characterized enzyme family. 365 FAE-
related sequences of fungal, bacterial and plantae origin were collected and they were clustered using Self 
Organizing Maps followed by k-means clustering into distinct groups based on amino acid composition and physico-
chemical composition descriptors derived from the respective amino acid sequence. A Support Vector Machine 
model was subsequently constructed for the classification of new FAEs into the pre-assigned clusters. The model 
successfully recognized 98.2% of the training sequences and all the sequences of the blind test. The underlying 
functionality of the 12 proposed FAE families was validated against a combination of prediction tools and published 
experimental data. Another important aspect of the present work involves the development of pharmacophore 
models for the new FAE families, for which sufficient information on known substrates existed.  Knowing the 
pharmacophoric features of a small molecule that are essential for binding to the members of a certain family opens 
a window of opportunities for tailored applications of FAEs. 

 
T he carbohydrates of lignocelluloses and lignin are covalently 
linked by plant aromatics or phenolics and at times physically 
mask the potentially fermentable substrates from degradation and 
bioconversion (Akin, 2008). T he presence of phenolic acid 
esterases such as ferulic acid esterases or feruloyl esterases (FAEs) 
(E.C. 3.1.1.73) enables microorganisms to attack and partially 
degrade aromatic-containing plant tissues. Also the rumen 
ecosystem, with diverse microorganisms that produce cocktails of 
enzymes, successfully degrades plant biomass which is the source 
of ruminant animals’ energy. T he usefulness of FAEs in pulp and 
paper sector industries has been also reported with their 
potentiality of cleaving the covalent links between hemicellulose 
and pectin to aromatic compounds of lignin (Record et al, 2003).  
FAEs have gained importance in biofuel industry due to their 
capability of enhancing the accessibility of plant tissues to 
cellulolytic and hemicellulolytic enzymes. W ith the importance of 
FAEs along with other cellulolytic enzymes in biomass 

degradation, construction of bifunctional enzymes as improved 
enzymatic tools to degrade agricultural by-products has also been 
demonstrated (Levasseur et al, 2005). Ferulic acid, one of the most 
abundant hydroxycinnamic acid liberated from the action of FAEs 
on agricultural by-products, has gained importance in food 
industry as it can be further transformed from a variety of 
microorganisms into vanillin, a flavouring food additive (Lesage-
Meessen et al, 1996). Different other types of hydroxycinnamic 
acids liberated from FAEs have importance in cosmetic and 
pharmaceutical industries due to their antioxidant properties 
(K ikuzaki et al, 2002). 

During the last decade, FAEs have gained increased attention 
in the area of biocatalytic transformations for the synthesis of 
hydroxycinnamic acid esters with medicinal and nutritional 
applications. Feruloylation of D-arabinose by a FAE and its 
potential application as anti-mycobacterial agent has recently been 
demonstrated (V afiadi et al, 2007b). Furthermore, the potential of  
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FAE as a synthetic tool of various phenolic esters and their 
inhibitory effect on LDL (Low-Density-Lipoproteins) oxidation 
has been investigated in vitro towards the prevention of 
atherosclerosis (V afiadi et al, 2008). Studies on bioavailability of 
diferulic acids based on their intestinal release and uptake of 
phenolic antioxidants have been carried out showing that 
esterified diferulates can be released from cereal bran by intestinal 
enzymes (microflora) and the free diferulic acids can enter the 
circulatory system (Andreasen et al, 2001). Epidemiological and 
laboratory studies have also shown that dietary administration of 
cereal bran (Slavin, 2000) protect against colon tumorigenesis 
(Ferguson et al, 1999). 

H aving a wide range of demonstrated applications, the amount 
of research on FAEs has been increased in the last decade and 
FAEs from various microorganisms with different reaction 
specificities have been published. Several studies have been 
reported on the isolation, purification and partial characterization 

of FAEs from fungi (Castanares and W ood, 1992; Donaghy and 
McK ay, 1997; K oseki et al, 1998; Garcia-Conesa et al, 2004). 
Following the increasing attention on these enzymes, fungal FAEs 
were classified into four different types (T able 1) based on 
sequence homology and substrate specificity of seven enzymes 
(Crepin et al, 2004). H owever, a multiple sequence alignment 
analysis of the fungal FAEs by Crepin et al (2004) led to the 
assumption of a putative type ‘E’ with unknown biochemical 
characteristics. Making a step further, seven subfamilies of FAEs 
were proposed based on phylogenetic analysis of fungal FAEs by 
Benoit et al (2008), but the subfamilies included characterized 
FAEs from T ype A, B and C only; T ype D FAEs were absent in the 
above analysis. T he difference between subfamilies in the above 
classification system was phylogenetic rather than functional, 
where possibly gene loss and gene duplication events were behind 
the annotation of a FAE to one of the seven subfamilies (Benoit et 
al, 2008). 

 
 
Table 1  Classification of fungal feruloyl esterases by Crepin et al (2004) based on specificity for methyl esters and sequence homology. 

 

Type Substrate specificity Ability of releasing free diferulates Sequence homology  

A Ability to hydrolyse Methyl Ferulate, Methyl Sinapate and 
Methyl p-coumarate 5,5' - diferulic acid only Lipase 

B Ability to hydrolyse Methyl Ferulate, Methyl Sinapate and 
Methyl Caffeate No Cinnamoyl esterase family 1 and Acetyl 

xylan esterase 

C Ability to hydrolyse Methyl Ferulate, Methyl Sinapate, 
Methyl p-coumarate and Methyl Caffeate No Chlorogenate esterase and Tannase 

D Ability to hydrolyse Methyl Ferulate, Methyl Sinapate, 
Methyl p-coumarate and Methyl Caffeate 5,5' - diferulic acid only Xylanase 

 
I n addition, data regarding the hydrolytic and synthetic specificity 
of FAEs have been generated via a variety of methods and 
procedures. For assaying the FAE activity, researchers have used 
different model substrates (Giuliani et al, 2001; T opakas et al, 
2003a; T opakas et al, 2003c; H atzakis et al, 2003; T opakas et al, 
2004; T opakas et al, 2005a; V afiadi et al, 2005; V afiadi et al, 2006; 
T suchiyama et al, 2006; V afiadi et al, 2007a; V afiadi et al, 2007b; 
T suchiyama et al, 2007; V afiadi et al, 2008; V afiadi et al, 2009, 
Goldstone et al, 2010) and the information available from recent 
works on hydrolytic (Supplementary File 1 - T able S1) and 
synthetic specificity (Supplementary File 1 - T able S2) of FAEs 
have challenged the previously proposed classification system that 
was based on the specificity for only four substrates (Crepin et al, 
2004). For example, StFaeB, a FAE from Sporotrichum 
thermophile and FoFaeB, a FAE from Fusarium oxysporum fall 
under type-B of Crepin’s FAE classification, however, the two 
FAEs showed different substrate specificities against 26 methyl 
phenylalkanoates (T opakas et al, 2004). Similarly, T sFaeC from 
T alaromyces stipitatus and StFaeC from Sporotrichum 
thermophile that were classified before as type-C have also shown 
different specificities (V afiadi et al, 2006).  

Up to now only a handful of fungal FAEs have been classified 
based on their specificity for four aromatic substrates, their 

varying ability to release diferulic acids from esterified substrates 
(Crepin et al, 2004) and their sequence homology (Benoit et al, 
2008). Reports were also published on FAEs from bacteria with 
different specificities (Donaghy et al, 2000; Blum et al, 2000; 
Bartolomé et al, 2003; W ang et al, 2004; W ang et al, 2005; Laszlo et 
al, 2006; Mukherjee et al, 2007; Aurilia et al, 2007; Rashamuse et 
al, 2007; Nsereko et al, 2008; K heder et al, 2009; Dodd et al, 2009), 
while a few reports exist on feruloyl esterases from plants (Sancho 
et al, 1999; H umberstone and Briggs, 2002; T omoko et al, 2002; 
Latha et al, 2007). T o the best of our knowledge, there is no 
classification system that has been reported in the literature with a 
common platform considering FAEs and related enzymes from all 
the three kingdoms. Few enzymes like lipases, cutinases and 
tannases have shown similar activities to the FAEs (García-Conesa 
et al, 2001; Andersen et al, 2002), which suggests that FAE related 
enzymes should also be considered in the classification schemes.  

W e observed that the available sequenced and characterized 
FAEs belong to different protein superfamilies covering lipases, 
tannases and feruloyl esterases. T he list of these characterized 
FAEs and their respective superfamilies, is shown in T able 2. 
T hese recent works have made apparent the need for a new 
classification system for FAE. 
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Table 2  Superfamilies of characterized FAE sequences 
 

GI number & Protein accession Species Kingdom Enzyme Superfamiliy a 

gi|17366177|sp|O42807.1 Aspergillus niger Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FaeA) Lipase superfamily 

gi|17932783|emb|CAC83933.1| Aspergillus niger Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FaeB) Tannase superfamily 

gi|9955721|emb|CAC05587.1| Neurospora crassa Fungi Feruloyl esterase (Fae-I) Esterase_lipase superfamily 

gi|17366179|sp|O42815.1| Aspergillus 
tubingenesis Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FaeA) Lipase superfamily 

gi|33945411|emb|CAD44531.1| Talaromyces stipitatus Fungi Feruloyl esterase (TsFaeC) Tannase superfamily 

gi|84028205|sp|Q9P979.2| Aspergillus awamori Fungi Feruloyl esterase (AwFaeA) Lipase superfamily 

gi|7839348|gb|AAF70241.1| Orpinomyces sp. PC-2 Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FaeA) Esterase_lipase superfamily 

gi|23821548|sp|Q9Y871.1| Piromyces equi Fungi Feruloyl esterase (EstA) CBM_10 & Esterase_lipase 
superfamily 

gi|30315043|gb|AAP30751.1| Piromyces sp E2 Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FaeA) CBM_10 superfamily 

gi|25090320|sp|Q9HE18.1| Penicillium funiculosum Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FAE-I) Esterase_lipase superfamily 

gi|67522631|ref|XP_659376.1| Aspergillus nidulans Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FaeB) Tannase superfamily 

gi|83766486|dbj|BAE56626.1| Aspergillus oryzae Fungi Feruloyl esterase (AoFaeB) Tannase superfamily 

gi|83766949|dbj|BAE57089.1| Aspergillus oryzae Fungi Feruloyl esterase (AoFaeC) Tannase superfamily 

gi|32420917|ref|XP_330902.1| Neurospora crassa Fungi Feruloyl esterase (NcFaeD) Esterase_lipase superfamily 

gi|74271753|dbj|BAE44304.1| Penicillium 
chrysogenum Fungi Feruloyl esterase (FAE-I) Tannase superfamily 

gi|18159028|pdb|1GKK|A Clostridium 
thermocellum Bacteria Feruloyl Esterase Domain 

Of Xyny  Esterase_lipase superfamily 

gi|16974939|pdb|1JJF|A Clostridium 
thermocellum Bacteria Feruloyl Esterase Domain 

Of XynZ Esterase_lipase superfamily 
a Superfamily designations are according to NCBI Conserved Domains Database (CDD). They are available as position-specific score matrices 
(PSSMs) for fast identification of conserved domains in protein sequences using "Reverse Position-Specific BLAST". CDD consists of NCBI-curated 
domains and domain models from several external source databases (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/cdd.shtml) 

 
I n this research review paper we applied an array of 

computational tools and we succeeded to develop a new 
classification scheme for FAEs, which opens new vistas in the 
application of this intriguing group of enzymes. T he present work 
is not restricted to FAEs but represents a framework for the 
functional characterization and identification of substrate 
specificity for any poorly characterized enzyme group. I n addition 
we demonstrate that sequence information can be used to develop 
models that are able to elucidate the underlying structural 
characteristics that determine substrate specificities.  
 
Phylogenetic analysis of FAEs 
Every type of sequence analysis method (e.g. evolutionary analysis, 
protein secondary structure predictions, etc) relies on Multiple 
Sequence Alignment (MSA) for similarity searches and 
phylogenetic analysis. I nitially, we conducted phylogenetic 
analysis of FAEs based on multiple sequence alignment of FAE 
sequences. Multiple sequence alignment aims to draw a bird’s eye 

view for common evolutionary origin in the same column 
position for the given set of sequences. Usually sequence aligners 
depend on classic methods such as ClustalW  (T hompson et al, 
1994) that generate fast and reproducible results, which made it 
one of the most widely cited paper (>30,000 citations) in biology. 
I n the present study, we used ClustalW  for multiple sequence 
alignments and the latest version (version 2.0) of ClustalX (Larkin 
et al, 2007) for bootstrapping phylogenetic trees. Sequence 
alignments unambiguously distinguish between protein pairs of 
similar and non-similar structure when the pair-wise sequence 
identity is greater than 40% for long alignments (Rost, 1999). T he 

signal gets blurred in the twilight zone of 20-35% sequence 

identity and the alignments become messy with long gaps. 
Alignments after removing signal peptides may provide better 
conclusions on evolutionary analysis (W ilkinson et al, 2005). T he 
presence of signal peptides complicates the prediction of amino 
acid sequence properties, thus, if present, it is recommended to 
remove those (Lao et al, 2002). W e removed the signal peptides of 
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each sequence after first predicting them using the SignalP 3.0 
server and the respective options provided by the server 
depending on the eukaryotic or bacterial origin of the protein 
(Nielsen et al, 1997, Bendtsen et al, 2004). 

An issue that we had to deal with during the early stages of 
data collection was that of ambiguities in protein nomenclature, 
where the same sequence appeared with different protein 
identifiers in different reference sources. For example, the FAE 
from Aspergillus awamori was reported with the DB number 
BAA92937 in K oseki et al, 2009b, whereas the same FAE was 
identified as Q9P979 in Benoit et al, 2008 and as AB032760 in 
T opakas et al, 2007. T o make a common platform for the 
identification and classification of FAEs, we have used the GI  
sequence identification number used by NCBI  (National Center 
for Biotechnology I nformation). T he amino acid sequences were 
retrieved from the NCBI  protein database using ‘feruloyl esterase’ 
as key word and the amino acid sequences that appeared more 
than once were filtered out. Additionally, we increased the data 
collection of putative FAEs by PSI -BLAST  (Position-Specific 
I terated BLAST ) that uses position-specific scoring matrices to 
detect distant evolutionary sequence relationships (Altschul et al, 
1997). As input for the PSI -BLAST  we used the protein sequences 

of the seventeen experimentally characterized FAEs. MSA of FAE-
related sequence hits obtained from PSI -BLAST  was performed to 
remove identical sequences with different sequence identifiers. 
FAE-related sequences of Fusarium species were retrieved from 
the BROAD I nstitute Database (http://www.broadinstitute.org) 
and FAE-related sequences of Mycosphaerella graminicola and 
Nectria haematococca were retrieved from the DOE Joint Genome 
I nstitute Database (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/). All the sequences 
were further shortlisted by removal of identical sequences (using 
MSA-ClustalW ) and sequences that are incomplete either at 
amino or carboxyl terminal.  

T he schematic diagram for retrieval and consolidation of 
characterized/partially characterized and FAE-related sequences is 
shown in Figure 1. T he retrieved 365 sequences have 54% fungal, 
45% bacterial and 1% plant origin. I n the majority of cases more 
than 10 FAE-related sequences per genome were identified. 
H owever in some organisms the number of putative FAEs was 
either significantly higher (e.g. 27 FAE-related sequences in 
Aspergillus niger, 16 FAE-related sequences in Nectria 
haematococca) or very low (1 FAE-related sequence in Aspergillus 
tubingensis, 1 FAE-related sequence in Piromyces equi). 

 

 
Figure 1  Scheme followed for retrieval and consolidation of characterized FAEs and FAE-related sequences. Out of 365 FAE-related sequences, 197 
are from fungi, 163 are from bacteria, 4 are from plants and only one sequence is from protists. 
 
 
T he source organism information of each sequence was collected 
from NCBI  (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). All sequences with 
their respective GI  number were further sorted according to 
taxonomy lineage and are listed in Supplementary File 1 (T ables 

S3, S4, S5 and S6). T he length of signal peptides in the FAE-related 
sequences predicted using SignalP 3.0 server and the final length 
of the respective protein considered for further analysis were listed 
in Supplementary File 1 (T able S7). 
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After Multiple Sequence Alignment of the 365 FAEs and FAE-
related sequences using ClustalW 2, a bootstrapped Neighbor-
Joining tree (N-J tree) was constructed using ClustalX V ersion 2.0 
program. Bootstrapped N-J tree derives confidence values by 
making N random samples of sites from the alignment, drawing N 
trees (1 from each sample) and counting how many times each 
clade (cluster) from the original tree occurs in the sample trees. 
H ere we used 100 bootstrap trails for constructing the tree. T he 

distribution of FAE sequences among the clades is shown in the 
Supplementary File 1 (T able S8). T o get an overview of this large 
phylogenetic tree, clades are presented in a circular phylogram 
(Figure 2) which was created using Dendroscope software (H uson 
et al, 2007). FAE-related sequences from all kingdoms are well 
distributed among the bootstrapped phylogram, demonstrating 
the close relatedness of FAEs from fungi, bacteria and plantae.

 
 

 
 
Figure 2  Circular phylogram: Bootstrapped N-J tree of 365 FAE sequences. The distributions of the FAE sequences of respective kingdoms among the 
clades are represented with line colours (Fungi – Blue; Bacteria – Magenta; Plants – Green; Protists – turquoise). Bootstrap confidence values are 
shown on the phylogram. For lineage details of the FAE sequences see Table S8 in Supplementary File 1. 
 

T he taxonomy lineage shown in Figure 2 and even more 
clearly at the bootstrapped rectangular phylogram of T able S8 
(Supplementary File 1) is jumbled and show a patchy distribution 
of taxonomy lineage suggesting the probability of a lateral gene 
transfer, gene gain or gene loss events which might have occurred 
throughout the large phylogeny across fungi, bacteria and plantae. 
T he close relationship of the plant putative FAE sequences with 
bacterial sequences at the tree edges of the clades in the phylogram 
indicates that acquisition of FAE-related genes by plantae was a 
relatively recent event.  

Figure 3 shows the above circular phylogram with a different 
colour for each clade. Even though type A FAEs from Aspergillus 
species are clustered together in clade A of the phylogram, this 
clade also includes a type D FAE from Neurospora crassa. 
Another type D FAE from Piromyces equi falls under clade B. 
T ype B FAEs are found in both clades D and J of the phylogram, 
while the former contains FAEs of type C as well. None of the 
characterized FAEs are present in clades C, E, F, G, H , I  and K  of 
the phylogram.  
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Figure 3  Circular phylogram: Bootstrapped N-J tree of putative FAE sequences. Clades are shown in different colours. Different types of characterized 
FAEs are spread among the clades A, B, D and J of the phylogram. FAE types are according to the classification system proposed by Crepin et al 
(2004). Bootstrap confidence values are shown on the phylogram. 
 
T he fact that there are FAEs of different types within the same 
clade as well as that FAEs of the same type are not always 
clustered in the same clade, suggest that phylogenetic clustering is 
not correlated with substrate binding specificity and, thus, it is not 
sufficient for the functional classification of FAEs from fungi, 
bacteria and plants. T he above phylogenetic analysis reveals the 
complexity of evolutionary relationships between the FAEs of 
fungi, bacteria and plantae. Furthermore FAEs belong to different 
protein superfamilies (T able 2) with respective evolutionary 
histories. T his observation is in line with the work of Levasseur et 
al (2006) that describes an unequivocal connection between 
evolutionary and functional shifts in fungal FAEs that were 
probably linked to environmental changes and might have driven 
adaptation by functional diversification and by molecular 
adaptation leading to novel enzymes. H owever, it should be noted 
that the above grouping of FAEs into different clades of the 
bootstrapped phylogram was based on their primary amino acid 
sequence identity and further conclusions cannot be drawn at this 
point due to the lack of biochemical data. 
 

Classification system based on descriptors derived 
from sequence 
I dentifying the pattern of residues that cause changes in substrate 
specificity and developing a new classification system for sub-
grouping FAEs according to function is important, as this could 
allow one to select the optimum FAE for a particular type of 
application. FAEs with the classic constellation of the Ser-H is-Asp 
catalytic triad (McAuley et al, 2004), have evolved from a common 
ancestor. Different FAEs can bind to different substrates with 
varied degree of affinity but they often also share some common 
substrates. From T able 2, it is clear that FAEs arise from highly 
divergent families and each family has its own multiple features 
that co-evolved into FAEs along with specificity. Previous research 
showed that not all homologous proteins have analogous 
functions (Benner et al, 2000) and proteins sharing promiscuous 
domains are known to have different functions (Marcotte et al, 
1999). T he presence of a common domain with Ser-H is-Asp 
catalytic triad within different FAEs does not imply that they have 
the same function and can act on the same substrates. 
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Sequence-derived descriptor features can represent and 
distinguish proteins with different functional and interaction 
profiles irrespective of sequence similarity (H an et al 2004). Every 
enzyme sequence can be represented by its respective descriptor 
vectors from encoded representations of twenty amino acid 
residues (Cai et al, 2004). One of the latest applications of machine 
learning is the successful use of physicochemical properties and 
sequence derived descriptors for the classification of G-protein 
coupled receptors (K archin et al, 2002), nuclear receptors (Bhasin 
and Raghava, 2004) and for the subcellular localization of bacterial 
proteins (Bhasin et al, 2005). T he efficacy of protein descriptors in 
the prediction of protein functional families that includes G 
protein-coupled receptors, transporter T C8.A, chlorophyll, 
proteins involved in lipid synthesis, and rRNA-binding proteins 
has been also described recently (Ong et al, 2007). W e believe that 
by selecting and combining descriptors that contain 
complementary type of information related to protein-ligand 
binding, one can enhance the performance of protein family 
classifiers. T he initial step for the present classification system of 
the putative and known FAEs was the unsupervised clustering of 
sequences based on a large number of sequence derived 
descriptors. Following this, a machine learning algorithm was 
trained to predict the class of new FAEs. 
 
Sequence-based descriptor sets 
Our dataset contains 365 characterized, partially characterized 
and putative FAE sequences retrieved and filtered as described in 
Section 2. For each FAE protein sequence, descriptors were 
generated using PROFEAT  - Protein Feature Server (Li et al, 
2006) with the exception of physicochemical composition 
descriptors that were generated using the COPid server (K umar et 
al, 2008). T he algorithms for generating respective sequence 
derived descriptors applied in our study are briefly described 
below. 

Amino acid composition: T he amino acid composition 
descriptor set represents the occurrence frequency of all natural 
amino acids in a protein sequence. A total of 20 descriptor values 
were computed for the 20 types of amino acids i.e., this descriptor 
set corresponds to a 20 dimensional feature vector. Amino acid 
composition is defined as the fraction of each amino acid type in a 
protein sequence 
                                                                                                                              

 
 
where a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ...20  
          N a = number of amino acid of type a 
          N = length of the protein sequence 

 
Dipeptide composition: Dipeptide composition represents the 

occurrence frequency of all consecutive amino acid pairs 
(20×20=400) in a protein sequence and corresponds to a 400 
dimension feature vector. I n contrast to amino acid composition, 
this descriptor set can encapsulate information about composition 
of amino acids as well as their local order. T he combination of 

amino acid composition and dipeptide composition descriptor 
sets has been successfully used by researchers for classification of 
nuclear receptors (Bhasin and Raghava, 2004) and classification of 
G-coupled receptors (Gao and W ang, 2006). Dipeptide 
composition is defined as 
  

 
 
where a,b = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ...20  
          Nab = number of dipeptides composed of amino acid type a 
and b 
 

Autocorrelation descriptors: Autocorrelation descriptors are 
defined based on the distribution of amino acid properties along 
the sequence, also known as molecular connectivity indices and 
belong to a class of topological descriptors that describe the level 
of correlation between two objects in terms of their specific 
structural or physicochemical property (Broto et al, 1984). T he 
different amino acid properties used as autocorrelation 
descriptors were various types of amino acids indices viz., 
hydrophobicity scales (Cid et al, 1992), average flexibility indices 
(Bhaskaran and Ponnuswamy, 1988), polarizability parameter 
(Charton M and Charton BI , 1982), free energy of solution in 
water (Charton M and Charton BI , 1982), residue accessible 
surface area in tripeptide (Chothia, 1976), residue volume 
(Bigelow, 1967), steric parameter (Charton, 1981) and relative 
mutability (Dayhoff et al, 1979). T hree different autocorrelation 
descriptors viz., Moreau-Broto autocorrelation, Moran 
autocorrelation and Geary autocorrelation descriptors are 
computed, each having 240 descriptor components.  

Moreau-Broto autocorrelation uses the property values as the 
basis of measurement, whereas Moran autocorrelation utilizes 
property deviations from average values, and Geary 
autocorrelation descriptors measure spatial autocorrelation 
(correlation of a variable with itself through space). I n the past, 
autocorrelation descriptors have been successfully implemented 
for prediction of membrane protein types (Feng and Zhang, 
2000), prediction of protein structural content (Lin and Pan, 
2001) and for prediction of protein helix content (H orne, 1988). 
 
All of the amino acid indices are centralized and standardized, i.e. 
                                                                           

 
 
where  = average value of a particular property of the 20 amino 
acids 
 

 and   are given by : 
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Moreau-Broto autocorrelation descriptors are defined as: 
 

 
 
where d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ...30 is the lag of the autocorrelation 
          Pi and Pi+d = amino acid property at position i and i+d 
respectively 
 
T he normalized Moreau-Broto autocorrelation is defined as: 
 

 
 
T he Moran autocorrelation algorithm uses the property deviations 
from the average values and is defined as: 
 

 
 
where d, Pi and Pi+d are defined same as above.  

  = average of the considered property P along the 
sequence, i.e.     

 
T he Geary autocorrelation algorithm uses square difference of 
property values and is defined as: 
 

 
 
where d, , Pi and Pi+d are defined in the same way as above. 
 

Descriptors of composition (C), transition (T ) and distribution 
(D): CT D descriptors represent the amino acid distribution 
patterns of a particular physicochemical property along the 
protein sequence. T hese descriptors, developed by Dubchak et al 
(1995), have been successfully used for functional classification of 
proteins from their primary sequence (Cai et al, 2003b), predicting 
functional family of enzymes (H an et al, 2004; Lin et al, 2006) and 
for prediction of protein folding class (Dubchak et al, 1999). CT D 
descriptors comprise attributes of seven structural or 
physicochemical properties and each attribute is further divided 
into three groups as shown in T able 3. 
 

 
 
Table 3  Amino acid attributes and further division of each attribute into three groups of amino acid residues. 
 

Attribute Divisions 

Secondary structure Helix Strand Coil 

 EALMQKRH VIYCWFT GNPSD 

Solvent accessibility Buried Exposed Intermediate 

 ALFCGIVW PKQEND MPSTHY 

Charge Positive Neutral Negative 

 KR ANCQGHILMFPSTWYV DE 

Hydrophobicity Polar Neutral Hydrophobicity 

 R,K,E,D,Q,N G, A, S,T,P,H,Y C,L,V,I,M,F,W 

Polarity Polarity value 4.9–6.2 Polarity value 8.0–9.2 Polarity value 10.4–13.0 

 L,I,F,W,C,M,V,Y P,A,T,G,S H,Q,R,K,N,E,D 

Polarizability Polarizability value 0–1.08 Polarizability value 0.128–0.186 Polarizability value 0.219–0.409 

 G,A,S,D,T C,P,N,V,E,Q,I,L K,M,H,F,R,Y,W 

Normalized van der Waals volume Volume range 0–2.78 Volume range 2.95–4.0 Volume range 4.03–8.08 

  G,A,S,T,P,D N,V,E,Q,I,L M,H,K,F,R,Y,W 
 
 

 

T hree values of Composition (C) descriptors are then computed 
for a given attribute to describe the global percent composition of 
the three groups along the protein sequence. For example, 
hydrophobicity attribute consists of three values viz., the global 
percent compositions of polar, neutral and hydrophobic residues. 
T ransition (T ) descriptors also consists three values for a given 
attribute and are computed as the percent frequencies with which 
the attribute changes its index along the entire length of the 
protein. Distribution (D) descriptors consist of five values for each 
of the three groups of a given attribute and are computed as the 
distribution pattern of the attribute along the protein sequence. 
So, there are 3 descriptors and 3(C) + 3(T ) + 5×3(D) = 21 
descriptor values for each attribute. I n total the seven attributes 

produce a total of 7 × 3 = 21 descriptors and the final protein 
feature vector of the CT D descriptor set contains 7 × 21 = 147 
descriptor values. 

Sequence-order descriptors: Sequence-order descriptors 
proposed by Chou (Chou, 2000), count the physicochemical 
distance between amino acids. T he physicochemical properties 
computed include hydrophobicity, polarity and side chain 
volume. For each amino acid type, a sequence-order descriptor is 
derived from both the Schneider-W rede physicochemical distance 
matrix (Schneider and W rede, 1994) and the normalized 
Grantham chemical distance matrix (Grantham, 1974). For a 
protein sequence of N amino acid residues, the sequence order 
effect can be reflected through a set of sequence order coupling 
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numbers. T he dth rank sequence order-coupling number (d = 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5 ...30) is defined as: 

 

      
where di, i+d = physicochemical distance between the two amino 
acids at position i and i+d 
 
For each amino acid type, the first 20 quasi-sequence-order 
descriptors are defined as: 
 

 
 
where r = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ...20 
 
T he other 30 quasi-sequence-order descriptors are defined as: 
 

 
 
where d = 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 ...50 
 

T here are 30 descriptor components for sequence-order-
coupling numbers derived from Schneider-W rede 
physicochemical distance matrix and another set of 30 descriptor 
components for sequence-order-coupling numbers derived from 
normalized Grantham chemical distance matrix. Quasi-sequence-
order descriptor set contains 50 descriptor components for each 
type of distance matrix as described above. T hese descriptors have 
been used for predicting protein subcellular locations (Chou and 
Cai, 2004). 

Descriptors of pseudo amino acid composition: T his 
descriptor set is a combination of amino acid composition with 20 
dimensional vectors and another 30 dimensional vector reflecting 
sequence order correlated factors (Chou, 2001).  T his descriptor 
set has been successfully used for prediction of enzyme subfamily 
classes (Chou, 2005). 

Physicochemical composition: T his set contains 11 descriptor 
components viz., percentage compositions of charged, aliphatic, 
aromatic, polar, neutral, hydrophobic, positive charged, negative 
charged, tiny, small and large residues. 
 
Clustering of FAEs and putative FAEs 
Machine learning approaches help us gain knowledge from 
complex patterns in data. Clustering is an unsupervised machine 
learning technique that reveals how instances are naturally 
grouped in the descriptor space. I n clustering, the classes are 
unknown and are identified by the cluster analysis of the data. I n 
simple terms, the overall idea of clustering is to group similar 
elements together.  

Clustering studies on FAEs described in this study were 
performed using J-Express 2009 Package - V ersion 1.3 (J-Express, 
Molmine AS, Norway, http://www.molmine.com/). An 
intermediate between clustering and multidimensional scaling is 

provided by J-Express (Dysvik and Jonassen, 2001) through the 
implementation of a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm. A 
feature in the latest version 1.3 of J-Express 2009 package that 
allows the user to intitate k-means clustering from the clusters 
resulted by SOM was applied, which overcomes the problem of 
having to specify the number of clusters in traditional k-means 
clustering.  

T he principal feature of SOM is the 2-dimensional rendering 
of a multidimensional space, which brings similar instances in 
close vicinity within the same neuron on the map (K aiser et al, 
2007).  T he SOM algorithm starts by placing each neuron in the 
input space by giving it a reference vector equal to an arbitrary 
input value (K ohonen, 2001).  Each SOM iteration step consists of 
randomly selecting a point from the input data set and moving the 
nearest node (winner node) and its neighborhood towards it 
(Garrigues et al, 2005). A neighbourhood function is used to 
determine the learning rate and the rate of change around the 
winner node, i.e. how much the node and its neighborhood will 
move in the direction of the input vector. SOM training results in 
transforming the lattice into an ‘elastic surface’ that is stretched 
over the input. At the end, each cluster is defined with reference to 
a node, specifically comprised by those data points for which it 
represents the winner node. 

For the training of SOM, we used a starting input grid of 100 
neurons and 4000 iterations, while the Gauss neighborhood 
function (Lee and V erleysen, 2002) and the Euclidean distance 
measure (Oili and Markku 2008) were applied for updating the 
grid. Subsequently, the output of SOM was fed as input vector to 
the k-means clustering algorithm, in order to define the boarders 
between the nodes and to put in the same cluster nodes that were 
close to each other. For consistency, we used again 4000 iterations 
and Euclidean distance measure. T he K -means algorithm is an 
iterative two-step algorithm. I n the first step, each data point is 
assigned to the nearest mean. I n the second step, the means are 
adjusted to match the sample means of the data points that they 
are responsible for (MacK ay and David, 2003). K -means 
clustering of SOM readily identifies similar patterns in data. T he 
approach of K -means clustering of SOM has been successfully 
employed by researchers for the identification of distinct gene 
expression patterns (W ang et al, 2002). 
 
Clustering performance of different sequence-based 
descriptors 
W ith the intention to select the best descriptor set that clusters 
FAEs with low variance within clusters and high variance between 
clusters, we evaluated the effectiveness of different descriptor sets 
listed in T able 4 as well as combinations of the ones showing the 
highest performance. T he evaluation of the formed clusters was 
based on inspection of the within and between clusters variance. 
Clusters with low within variance and high variance between 
them, is what characterizes a good clustering output. W ithin and 
between clusters variance scores implemented in J-Express are 
according to Dudoit et al (2000). T able 4 summarizes the 
performance of the individual descriptor sets and their 
combinations. 
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Table 4  A summary of analysis on efficacy of different sequence derived descriptors. Based on the variance scores within and between clusters, 
descriptor set combination DS14 was chosen as the best set. 
 

Set 
code Descriptor sets Descriptor 

Components 
Number of 

clusters 

Variance score 

Within Cluster Between Clusters  

DS1 Amino acid composition 20 12 0.001 6.62 

DS2 Dipeptide composition 400 12 0.001 0.07 

DS3 Normalized Moreau-Broto autocorrelation descriptors 240 17 8.92 0.005 

DS4 Moran autocorrelation descriptors 240 23 1.86 0.001 

DS5 Geary autocorrelation descriptors 240 13 2.91 0.001 

DS6 Composition, transition, distribution 147 13 2755 1024 

DS7 Sequence order coupling numbers (Schneider-Wrede 
physicochemical distance matrix)   30 13 392027 14.4 

DS8 Sequence order coupling numbers (Grantham chemical 
distance matrix) 30 13 16499 8.52 

DS9 Quasi sequence order descriptors (Schneider-Wrede 
physicochemical distance matrix)   50 12 0.001 0.001 

DS10 Quasi sequence order descriptors (Grantham chemical 
distance matrix) 50 13 0.001 0.001 

DS11 Pseudo amino acid composition 50 10 0.001 0.001 

DS12 Physico-chemical composition 11 12 16.14 147.57 

DS13 Amino acid composition and dipeptide composition 420 12 0.001 1.42 

DS14 Amino acid composition and physico-chemical composition 31 13 14.15 157.44 

DS15 Dipeptide composition and physico-chemical composition 413 11 15.44 20.54 

DS16 Amino acid composition, dipeptide composition and physico-
chemical composition 433 12 13.13 20.53 

 
 
Descriptors of amino acid composition (DS1), dipeptide 
composition (DS2) and physicochemical composition (DS12) 
showed satisfactory variance scores within and between clusters. 
On the other hand, the rest of the descriptor sets (DS3, DS4, DS5, 
DS6, DS7, DS8, DS9, DS10 and DS11) showed poor performance 
with low quality variance scores. Furthermore, combination of 
well-performing descriptors sets with complementary information 
improve further the clustering of data (as evident from Set DS14 
that results in FAE clusters with better within and between 
variance compared to the individual descriptor sets). T he 
combination of the amino acid composition and physico-chemical 
composition descriptor sets (DS14) outperformed all other sets 
(DS13, DS15 and DS16) in the clustering of putative and known 
FAE-sequences. T he members of each cluster along with the 
source organism are listed in T able S9 of Supplementary File 2 
and are summarized in T able 5. In order to evaluate the clustering 
in terms of biochemical relevance we investigated the distribution 

of the previously characterized FAEs. T hree FAEs previously 
characterized as type A, from Aspergillus awamori, Aspergillus 
niger and Aspergillus tubingensis were clustered in cluster 13, 
together with one FAE known as type B from Aspergillus oryzae. 
Another three of the FAEs type B from Aspergillus nidulans, 
Penicillium chrysogenum and Aspergillus niger were clustered in 
cluster 4, together with three type C FAEs from Aspergillus 
oryzae, T alaromyces stipitatus and Fusarium oxysporum; this 
cluster also accommodates a type D FAE from Neurospora crassa. 
T wo type B FAEs from Penicillium funiculosum and Neurospora 
crassa were clustered each in cluster 5 and cluster 6, respectively. 
A type D FAE from Piromyces equi is the only member of cluster 
2, and is a modular cinnamoyl ester hydrolase of a multiprotein 
cellulose-binding cellulase-hemicellulase complex (Fillingham et 
al, 1999). None of the characterized FAEs were present in the 
remaining clusters. 
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Table 5  The thirteen FAE clusters obtained from descriptor set DS14. The size of each cluster and the distribution of FAEs characterized as type-A, B, 
C and D among the clusters is shown.  
 

Cluster No of sequences Distribution of type A, B, C and D FAEs 

C1 35 - 

C2 1 Type D FAE 

C3 30 - 

C4 51 3 type B FAEs, 3 type C FAEs, 1 type D FAE 

C5 17 1 type B FAE 

C6 29 1 type B FAE 

C7 49 - 

C8 34 - 

C9 18 - 

C10 18 - 

C11 30 - 

C12 29 - 

C13 24 3 type A FAEs, 1 type B FAE 

 
 
 
 
Training of a Support Vector Machine model for the 
classification of FAEs 
T he goal of clustering is to group data based on common traits, 
whereas classification deals with the assignment of an unknown 
instance to a specific class among a predefined number of classes 
(Gasteiger and Engel, 2003). Support vector machines (SV M) are 
supervised learning methods that learn by example to assign labels 
to objects (Noble, 2006) and perform the classification by 
constructing an N-dimensional hyperplane that optimally 
separates the data with different labels. 

T he training and optimization of a SV M classifier was 
performed in W EK A (W aikato Environment for K nowledge 
Analysis), a java software package from University of W aikato, 
New Zealand (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka). Sequential 
Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm was used for training a 
SV M classifier (Platt, 1998; K eerthi et al, 2001). Four different 
kernel functions viz., linear, polynomial, RBF and sigmoid kernels 
were evaluated. SV M classifiers have been extensively described in 
the literature (Chang and Lin, 2001, Uestuen et al, 2006; H su et al, 
2009) for protein functional classification (Cai et al, 2003a), 
enzyme family classification (Cai et al, 2004) and for protein 
secondary structure prediction (K im and Park, 2003). T he model 
was trained using 10-fold cross-validation. Cross-validation helps 
for assessing how the results of a statistical analysis will generalize 
to an independent data set (K ohavi, 1995). I n 10-fold cross-

validation, the data set is divided into ten subsets, and the holdout 
method is repeated ten times. Each time, one of the ten subsets is 
used as the test set and the other (10---1) subsets are put together to 
form a training set. T hen the average error across all ten trials is 
computed.  

T he performance of different kernels and the respective 
parameters on the classification process of the FAE clusters was 
evaluated and the best SV M model was further validated against a 
blind test set. T he blind test set consisted of 37 sequences that 
were selected by randomly removing from the original data set the 
10% of the sequences of each cluster prior to the training of the 
model. T he summary of the best SV M model selected for 
classification of FAE clusters obtained using the descriptor set 
DS14 is given in T able 6. 

T he SV M model successfully recognized 98.2% of the 
sequences that belong to respective clusters and all the sequences 
of the blind test set. T he consistency of the performance in both 
training and blind test sets, demonstrates the validity of the 
present method. T he high quality of the SV M model developed 
here guarantees the correct classification of any new FAE 
sequence that will arise from genome-sequencing projects or 
improved annotation algorithms 
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Table 6 
Performance of best SVM model for classification of FAEs and putative FAEs 
 

SVM Type: Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO); Kernel Type: Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel 

Training set performance Validation with blind test set 

Class TPR a FPR b ROC 
Area c 

% of 
Correctly 
Classified 
Instances 

% of 
Incorrectly 
Classified 
Instances 

Class TPR a FPR b ROC 
Area c 

% of 
Correctly 
Classified 
Instances 

% of 
Incorrectly 
Classified 
Instances 

C1 1 0 1 

98.2% 1.8% 

C1 1 0 1 

100% 0% 

C2 1 0 1 C2 - - - 
C3 1 0.003 0.998 C3 1 0 1 
C4 1 0 1 C4 1 0 1 
C5 0.933 0 0.997 C5 1 0 1 
C6 1 0 1 C6 1 0 1 
C7 1 0.014 0.993 C7 1 0 1 
C8 0.968 0.003 0.997 C8 1 0 1 
C9 1 0 1 C9 1 0 1 

C10 1 0 1 C10 1 0 1 
C11 0.963 0 0.998 C11 1 0 1 
C12 0.962 0 0.999 C12 1 0 1 
C13 0.909 0 0.997 C13 1 0 1 

Weighted 
Average 0.982 0.002 0.998 Weighted 

Average 1 0 1 
a True Positive Rate (TPR):  The True Positive rate or Sensitivity is the proportion of examples which were classified as class ‘A’, among all examples 
which truly have class ‘A’. 
b False Positive Rate (FPR): The False Positive rate or 1–[Specificity] is the proportion of examples which were classified as class ‘A’, but belong to a 
different class, among all examples which are not of class ‘A’. 
c ROC Area: A Receive Operating Characteristic (ROC) is a graphical plot of the sensitivity vs. (1 – specificity) 
 
 

 
Biological basis of the FAE classification system 
T he goal of classification is to group together functionally related 
FAEs that have common properties. T o assign protein 
superfamilies to all 365 FAE-related sequences, we have used the 
UFO server (Meinicke, 2009) that provides a fast detection of 
protein domains according to the Pfam A release 23 which 
comprises 10340 domain families (Finn et al, 2008). UFO also 
contains the precomputed profiles of 821 genomes that comprise 
54 archaeal, 721 bacterial and 46 eukaryotic proteomes 
respectively from the H AMAP database (Lima et al, 2009) which 
are used for profile comparison. T he complete list of superfamilies 
and respective probability scores for FAE-related sequences were 

given in the Supplementary File 3 (T able S10) and are 
summarized in Figure 4. T he probability score for a superfamily is 
in the range between 0.5 and 1.0 with high values above 0.9 
usually indicating good match. Out of 365 sequences the majority 
presented a probability score higher than 0.98, however, twenty 
sequences do not have an assignment of a superfamily. From the 
rest, 237 sequences belong to tannase and feruloyl esterase protein 
superfamily, 41 sequences belong to putative esterase protein 
superfamily, 31 sequences belong to esterase PH B depolymerase 
protein superfamily and 10 sequences belong to lipase (class 3) 
protein superfamily. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4  Pie plot showing the distribution of FAE-related sequences among the protein superfamilies. Details of each sequence along with probability 
scores were given in Table S10 (Supplementary File 3). 
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T o find out whether the sequences that are predicted to fall in the 
same cluster share some common domains of highly conserved 
regions, we used Block Maker tool (H enikoff et al, 1995) that finds 
blocks in a group of related protein sequences. I nterestingly, we 
found that each cluster has its respective pattern of blocks or 
domains that the sequences share. Blocks graphical map of 
respective FAE clusters and the positions of domains in each 
sequence of respective conserved block are given in 
Supplementary File 3 (T able S11). T he number and length of 
blocks that mark each cluster varied significantly between the 
clusters. For example, cluster 7 contains seven blocks (Figure 5a to 
5g) with the longer being 35 amino acids (block 4) and the shorter 
to have 12 amino acids length (block 6). I n contrast, cluster 5 is 
characterized by only two blocks of 17 and 11 amino acid lengths 
respectively (Figure 5h and 5i). T he sequence logo diagrams were 
created using LogoBar (Pérez-Bercoff et al, 2006). 

I nterestingly, FAE-related sequences that belong to 
different protein superfamilies share conserved blocks and were 
grouped together as different clusters (Supplementary File 3 T able 
S10 & T able S11). For example, in cluster 10, 61% of sequences 
belong to tannase-feruloyl esterase superfamily and 28% 
sequences belong to putative esterase superfamily; where as 56% 
and 44% sequences of this cluster were fungal and bacterial origin 
respectively. T he conservation of two superfamily blocks in both 
bacteria and fungi supports the complex evolutionary relationship 
between the FAE-related sequences of different superfamilies 
among the kingdoms as discussed in Section 2.  

Analysis of the available FAE sequences and available crystal 
structures by several researches shows that the active site of FAEs 
contains the catalytic triad (Ser, H is, Asp), and the serine residue 
is located at the centre of universally conserved pentapeptide with 
the consensus ‘nucleophilic elbow’ i.e., GXSXG (X=any amino 
acid residue) (Schubot et al, 2001; Prates et al, 2001; T arbouriech 
et al, 2005; H ermoso et al, 2004; McAuley et al, 2004;  Faulds et al, 
2005; Benoit et al, 2006b).  So, the presence of the catalytic triad 
with the serine containing nucleophilic elbow in a particular 
candidate sequence denotes a high probability for it being a 
putative FAE. W e analyzed all the candidate sequences for the 
presence of ‘nucleophilic elbow’ using the BioEdit program (H all, 
1999). I nterestingly some of the candidate sequences showed 
multiple ‘nucleophilic elbows’ which led us to the hypothesis that 
these proteins may have more than one functional site or binding 
pockets (Supplementary File 3 --- T able S12).  

Predicting the functional residues of the catalytic triad of every 
candidate sequence is very important, as this will help in filtering 
out sequences but also for further sub-classification of the FAEs. 
T he distance between the catalytic residues boosts the accuracy of 
the sub-classification system of FAEs and highlights spatial 
patterns of conservation reflecting the structural information. T o 
predict functionally important residues, a recently developed tool, 
I NT REPI D (Sankararaman et al, 2009) was used, which computes 
an information-theoretic score for each position in the sequence. 
I NT REPI D uses Jensen-Shannon divergence to measure the 
information for each position in the sequence at each sub-tree 
node encountered on a traversal of the phylogeny, tracing a path 

from the root to the leaf corresponding to the sequence of interest 
(Sankararaman and Sjölander, 2008). T he advantage of 
I NT REPED server is that it makes full use of the information in a 
protein family containing many distantly related sequences 
through use of tree traversal with the ability to detect subtle 
evolutionary patterns that other prediction methods might miss. 
T he catalytic triad residues of respective candidate FAEs are given 
in Supplementary File 3 (T able S13). T he I NT REPI D prediction 
results were cross-checked with published experimental data for 
available FAEs and found to be very accurate. FAE from 
Penicillium funiculosum was experimentally studied and 118 Ser, 
202 Asp, 258 H is were predicted as the catalytic triad (K roon et al, 
2000); I NT REPED accurately predicted 118 Ser, 202 Asp, and 258 
H is as catalytic triad (see T able S13 of Supplementary File 3). 

 I NT REPED accurately predicts the distance between catalytic 
residues of Clostridium thermocellum FAEs, as evident from the 
crystal structures of FAE_XynZ and FAE_XynY (Blum et al, 2000; 
Schubot et al, 2001; Prates et al 2001). I n case of FAE (AnFaeA) 
from Aspergillus niger, I NT REPED was able to correctly predict 
the distance between Ser and Asp; the prediction score for H is132 
as a functional residue is high when compared with score of 
H is247 in contrary to the analysis done by McAuley et al, 2004. T o 
maintain consistency, we strictly considered the output from 
I NT REPED for prediction of catalytic triad residues in sequences 
used for this sub-classification system. 

 Out of 365 putative FAE sequences, 41 sequences do not 
contain the nucleophilic elbow or catalytic triad residues and 
those sequences were filtered out. T he remaining 324 sequences of 
the respective clusters were classified into sub-groups based on the 
distance between the catalytic triad residues. By removal of 
sequences of cluster 9 that were not related to FAEs, the 13 
clusters are reduced to 12, and are referred to as FEF1-12 
(Feruloyl Esterase Family) from this point on. Based on the 
constellation and distance between the catalytic residues (S, D, H ), 
the 12 FEFs were sub-grouped. For example, the family 11 
(FEF11) was sub-grouped into 11A and 11B. I n sub-group 11A, 
the average distances between catalytic triad residues were [Serine 
-228- Aspartic acid -38- H istidine], whereas the average between 
catalytic triad residues in sub-group 11B were [Serine -18- 
Aspartic acid -207- H istidine]. W e analyzed the distribution of 
characterized fungal FAEs that have been classified into A, B, C 
and D types by Crepin et al (2004) among sub-families of the 
proposed FEFs. A, B, C and D FAE types maintained certain 
pattern in the distances between catalytic triad residues and fall in 
different sub-families (Supplementary File 4 --- T able S14). All type 
A FAEs cluster together in sub-family FEF12A of our 
classification system. T he FAE sequences of Aspergillus nidulans, 
Penicillium chrysogenum, and Aspergillus niger which have been 
characterized as type B, fall in our classification system at the sub-
family FEF4C, however other type B sequences from Penicillium 
funiculosum, Neurospora crassa and Aspergillus oryzae fall into 
sub-families FEF5B, FEF6A and FEF12B, respectively. On the 
other hand all type C FAEs cluster together at the sub-family 
FEF4B. For several of our proposed families there are no members 
that have been experimentally characterized. FEF3 and FEF7 
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(d) (e) (f) (g) 

(h) (i) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5  Protein sequence logo diagrams of conserved blocks 
created using LogoBar (Pérez-Bercoff et al, 2006). (a), (b), (c), (d), 
(e), (f) and (g) are the seven conserved blocks in the sequence 
members of cluster 7. (h) and (i) are the two conserved blocks in 
the sequence members of cluster 5. Within each bar, the letter for 
the corresponding amino acid is shown. The most frequent amino 
acids in each block were given at the bottom of respective protein 
sequence logo diagram. The conserved blocks containing the 
nucleophilic elbow (GXSXG) is indicated in the figure. Colour 
legend shows the colour-grouping of the amino acids. Red: polar 
negative amino acids (D, E); Blue: polar positive amino acids (H, K, 
R); Green: polar neutral amino acids (N, Q, S, T); Purple: non-polar 
aromatic amino acids (F, W, Y); Yellow: Cysteine (C); Grey: non-
polar aliphatic amino acids (A, I, L, M. V); Brown: Glycine and 
Proline (G, P). 

 
 

Colour legend 
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contain FAE sequences dominated by gram negative bacteria and 
fungi, respectively. All the other families accommodate a mixture 
of sequences from fungi, bacteria and plantae, which signifies that 
FAE-related sequences might have co-evolved together from a 
common ancestor that arose into different families during 

evolution of the respective kingdoms. T he T able S14 
(Supplementary File 4 ) shows the new proposed classification 
system of FAEs covering the fungal, bacterial and plantae 
kingdoms and the T able 7 shows the number of sequences falling 
into each family (FEF1-FEF12). 

 
Table 7  The proposed classification system for feruloyl esterases from fungi, bacteria and plantae. The number of sequences in each family and the 
distribution of FAEs characterized as type-A, B, C and D among the FAE sub-families is shown.  
 

Feruloyl esterase Family No of sequences Sub-group No of sequences Distribution of type A, B, C and D FAEs 

FEF 1 33 
1A 26 - 

1B 7 - 

FEF 2 1 - 1 One Type D FAE 

FEF 3 28 

3A 24 - 

3B 3 - 

3C 1 - 

FEF 4 50 

4A 35 Three Type B FAEs 

4B 9 Three Type C FAEs 

4C 4 - 

4D 2 One Type D FAE 

FEF 5 14 

5A 7 - 

5B 5 One Type B FAE 

5C 2 - 

FEF 6 27 
6A 11 One Type B FAE 

6B 16 - 

FEF 7 47 

7A 36 - 

7B 9 - 

7C 2 - 

FEF 8 33 

8A 26 - 

8B 2 - 

8C 2 - 

8D 3 - 

FEF 9 16 

9A 8 - 

9B 6 - 

9C 2 - 

FEF 10 23 

10A 17 - 

10B 4 - 

10C 2 - 

FEF 11 28 
11A 25 - 

11B 3 - 

FEF 12 24 
12A 7 Three Type A FAEs 

12B 17 One Type B FAE 

Structural analysis and substrate specificity of the new 
FAE families 
 
T he enzyme-substrate complex is formed when a substrate (the 
ligand) binds to the active-site pocket of the enzyme (the 
receptor). T ypically ligands possess 3 to 15 rotatable bonds, 
whereas receptors possess many more (T eodoro and Phillips, 
2001). T hese rotatable bonds give rise to ‘degree of freedom’ for 
the molecules. T he rotatable bonds of active site residues and 

rotatable bonds of ligand in the enzyme-product complex of FAE 
--- ferulic acid (PDB_I D: 1UW C) are shown in Figure 6(a). T he 
major reason responsible for inaccuracies in the docking methods 
used at most of academic and industrial research is to assume a 
rigid protein. Several docking programs and methods assume that 
proteins (receptors) are rigid macromolecules and the respective 
substrates (ligands) during the binding process changes their three 
dimensional structure for a best spatial and energetic fit in the 
receptor’s site (Morris et al, 1998; Ewing and K untz, 1998). 
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Figure 6  (a) Rotatable bonds (green arrowed circles) in the active site of FAE-ferulic acid (enzyme-product) complex. Ferulic acid is highlighted in red 
with ball and stick display style. (b) Ligand binding pattern calculated using Accelrys Discovery Studio Client 2.5 (2009), that displays any hydrogen 
bonds (green dashed lines), close interactions like pi-pi, pi-cation and pi-sigma interactions found between the protein and the ligand molecule 
(magenta lines). 
  
T he alternative binding modes can be explored if several X-ray 
structures of protein-ligand complexes are available. FAE to a 
resolution of 1.50Å (PDB_I D: 1UZA) and FAE (from Aspergillus 
niger) in complex with its product ferulic acid to a resolution of 
1.08Å (PDB_I D: 1UW C) has been determined by McAuley et al in 
2004. T wo years later, Benoit et al (2006b) have determined the 
structure of FAE in complex with CAPS (cyclohexyl amino 
propane sulfonic acid) to a resolution of 1.55Å (PDB_I D: 2H L6). 
Analysis of ligand binding site of FAE-FA complex (1USW -A 
chain) showed that three water molecules are present within the 
distance of 4Å. T he changes in ligand binding site residues of the 
FAE are shown in Figure 7, indicating the flexibility of the 
receptor.  

From the surface view diagrams of Figure 7, it is evident that 
only the feruloyl moiety is present in the vicinity of active site 
residues in the binding pocket and the position of CAPS will be 
taken by the sugar residues of natural substrates (Benoit et al, 
2006b). Researchers have shown that tight binding of 
carbohydrate moiety is not required for catalysis (Schubot et al, 
2001) and the specificity of FAE wholly depends upon the type of 
phenolic acid to which the carbohydrate moiety is attached by an 
ester bond. Faulds et al (2005) crystallized the inactive S133A 
mutant of FAE in complex with a feruloylated trisachharide 
substrate, but they found that only the ferulic acid moiety of the 
substrate is visible in the electron density map, which is in 
agreement with that the carbohydrate moiety does not play a 
major role in the binding. I n simple terms, we can say that FAE 
recognizes the cinnamoyl structure of the substrate, while the 
esterified carbohydrate residue is less important for binding of 
substrate in the active site. As we mentioned earlier, the 

essentiality of a classification system is to group functionally 
related FAEs. Only seven FAEs have been experimentally tested 
on a wide range of substrates (Topakas et al, 2004; V afiadi et al, 
2006) and amino acid sequences of three  of them (AnFeaA, 
AnFaeB and T sFaeC) are known. I nformation on the activity of 25 
substrates for these three FAEs and their respective specificities is 
available from literature (K roon et al, 1997; T opakas et al, 2004; 
V afiadi et al, 2006) and is summarized in T able 8.  

W e cross-checked the distribution of the three FAEs (AnFaeA 
bearing gi|17366177|sp|O42807.1|; AnFaeB bearing 
gi|17932783|emb|CAC83933.1|; T sFaeC bearing 
gi|33945411|emb|CAD44531.1|) among our proposed 
classification system. W e found that AnFaeA falls under the sub-
family 12A of the FEF12 family, AnFaeB falls under the sub-family 
4A of the FEF4 family and T sFaeC falls under the sub-family 4B of 
the FEF4 family (see Supplementary File 4 --- T able S14). I t should 
also be noted that these three FAEs have been classified previously 
as T ype A, B and C, respectively, by Crepin et al (2004). 
Furthermore, all the three type A FAEs were clustered in sub-
group 12A and all three type C FAEs were clustered in sub-group 
4B of our FAE classification system. T hus, our framework is very 
successful in sub-grouping functionally related FAEs together 
based on sequence derived descriptors followed by focus on 
distance between catalytic triad residues. T he pharmacophore 
analysis that follows, provide information on the pharmacophoric 
features of the substrates that are necessary to ensure the optimal 
supramolecular interactions with FAEs of specific sub-family. Due 
to limited substrate information for the other sub-families, we 
develop common feature-based pharmacophore models for three 
FAE sub-families 12A, 4A and 4B. 
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Figure 7   Flexibility of residues in the ligand binding site of Aspergillus niger FAE. (a) Surface view of FAE (McAuley et al, 2004). (b) Surface view of 
FAE-FA complex (McAuley et al, 2004). Ferulic acid is represented in ball and stick model. (c) Surface view of FAE-CAPS complex (Benoit et al, 
2006b). CAPS is represented in ball and stick model. (d) Enlarged view of ligand binding site residues. (e) Ligand binding site residues of FAE-FA 
complex. (f) Ligand binding site residues of FAE-CAPS complex. (g) Aligned ligand binding site residues of FAE, FAE-FA complex, FAE-CAPS 
complex. Binding of a ligand causes major changes in the side chains of amino acid residues. The changes in overall protein surface (colored according 
to atom charge) can be observed in FAEs shown in figures a, b and c. Ligand binding site atoms of respective FAEs are shown in figures d, e and f. 
Hydrogen bonds are shown in dashed lines. Water molecules (in red) present within 4Å distance from respective ligands are also shown. Receptor 
structures were prepared using Protein preparation wizard in Maestro (Schrödinger Suite 2009). 
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Table 8  Substrate specificities (information on 25 substrates is available) of three partially characterized FAEs for which amino-acid sequences are known. Respective enzymes can act on substrates highlighted in bold. 
None of the enzymes have activity on the substrates highlighted in italics. 
 

AnFaeA [gi|17366177|sp|O42807.1|] AnFaeB [gi|17932783|emb|CAC83933.1|] TsFaeC [gi|33945411|emb|CAD44531.1|] 

Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate  Methyl cinnamate Methyl cinnamate 

Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate  Methyl 3-hydroxy cinnamate  Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate  

Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate Methyl 3-hydroxy cinnamate  

Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate  Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate Methyl 2-methoxy cinnamate  Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate  Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate  

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl propionate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate  

Methyl cinnamate Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate   Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate 

Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate  Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl propionate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate 

Methyl 3-hydroxy cinnamate  Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate  Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate   

Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate  Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate 

Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate  Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl propionate 

Methyl 2-methoxy cinnamate  Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate Methyl 2-methoxy cinnamate  

Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate  Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate  Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate  

Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate   Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate  

Methyl 3,4-dichloro phenyl propionate Methyl 3,4-dichloro phenyl propionate Methyl 3,4-dichloro phenyl propionate 

Methyl 4-hydroxy phenyl acetate Methyl 4-hydroxy phenyl acetate Methyl 4-hydroxy phenyl acetate 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl acetate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl acetate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl acetate 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy phenyl acetate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy phenyl acetate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy phenyl acetate 

Methyl 4-hydroxy benzoate Methyl 4-hydroxy benzoate Methyl 4-hydroxy benzoate 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy benzoate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy benzoate Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy benzoate 

Methyl 5-phenylpenta-2,4-dienoate Methyl 5-phenylpenta-2,4-dienoate Methyl 5-phenylpenta-2,4-dienoate 

Methyl L-tyrosine Methyl L-tyrosine Methyl L-tyrosine 

Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy phenyl propionate Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy phenyl propionate Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy phenyl propionate 

Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy cinnamate Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy cinnamate Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy cinnamate 
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Common feature-based pharmacophore models 
I n the present section we shift our focus towards the identification 
of the key pharmacophoric features of substrates and the 
comparison of corresponding pharmacophore models for the 
three FAEs viz., AnFaeA, AnFaeB and T sFaeC that represent three 
sub-families of our proposed classification system.  

First, we computed all possible pharmacophore feature 
mappings for the selected ligands and features using the Feature 
Mapping protocol in Discovery Studio 2.5 (Accelrys Software I nc, 

San Diego, CA, 2009, http://accelrys.com/products/discovery-
studio/). T he list of 15 substrates and their respective features that 
were used in pharmacophore modeling are given in T able 9. T he 
feature vectors of respective substrates are given in Figure 8. T he 
features used for mapping were hydrogen bond (H B) acceptor, 
H B acceptor (lipid), H B donor, hydrophobic, hydrophobic 
(aromatic), hydrophobic (aliphatic), positive ionizable, negative 
ionizable, positive charge, negative charge and ring aromatic

 
 
Table 9  Feature mapping of fifteen substrates 
 

Substrate Features present 

Methyl cinnamate HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate  HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 3-hydroxy cinnamate  HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 2-methoxy cinnamate  HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate  HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate  HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate  HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate  HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate   HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 

Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl propionate HB Acceptor, HB Acceptor (lipid), HB Donor, Ring Aromatic, Hydrophobic 
 
 

Following this, we generated pharmacophores that were 
common to a set of active ligands. T o ensure proper exploration of 
the ligand conformational and pharmacophoric space, the FAST 
conformation protocol (Discovey Studio 2.5) was used which 
employs a quasi-exhaustive systematic search to generate 
conformations for small molecules. Common feature 
pharmacophores based on the known substrates were generated 
for AnFaeA, AnFaeB and T sFaeC using the H ipH op algorithm 
(Barnum et al, 1996). H ipH op identifies configurations or three-
dimensional spatial arrangements of chemical features common to 
molecules in the given training set. T he algoritm evaluates 
training set members on basis of the type of chemical features they 
contain, along with the ability to adopt a conformation that allows 
those features to be superimposed on a particular configuration. 
Both active and inactive substrates of the respective enzymes were 
given as input and we defined that the active substrates of 
respective enzyme must map completely or partially to the 
pharmacophore; while the features from inactive substrates (on 
which the respective enzyme has no observed activity) must be 
considered as ‘‘NOT ’’ features. T his option allows broader and 
more diverse pharmacophores. 

T he resultant 10 pharmacophore models for each run were 
ranked based on how well the molecules mapped onto the 

proposed pharmacophores, as well as based on the rarity of the 
pharmacophore model. I f a pharmacophore model is less likely to 
map to an inactive compound, it will be given a higher rank. As a 
validation, we mapped each pharmacophore model against 25 
compounds, which comprise the 15 training compounds on which 
the pharmacophore models were built, and additional 10 
compounds on which neither of AnFaeA, AnFaeB or TsFaeC can 
act (see T able 8). T he heat map shown in Figure 9(a) indicates 
how well the compounds map to the respective pharmacophore 
models generated from the substrates of AnFaeA. T he 
pharmacophore model 06 maps well against all of the known 
AnFaeA substrates; while at the same time has lower alignment 
scores for compounds 8 and 13. Both compounds are known 
substrates of AnFaeB and compound 13 is a known substrate of 
T sFaeC, but neither of the two can act on AnFaeA (T able 8). 
Model 06, therefore, describes with accuracy the selectivity profile 
of AnFaeA and it is selected as the best pharmacophore model for 
further analysis. Model 06 consists of three H -bond acceptors 
(H BA1, H BA2, and H BA3) and three hydrophobic (H ydrophobic 
1, H ydrophobic 2 and H ydrophobic 3) features shown in Figure 
10 (a). T he pharmacophoric features of this model are perfectly 
mapped (with an average alignment score of 0.98) to the features 
of the AnFaeA active substrates. 
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       (a)                        (b)         (c)                                                (d) 
 
 

                         
    (e)            (f)          (g)                   (h) 
 
 

                          
    (i)              (j)                              (k)                                    (l) 
 

 

                   
                 (m)             (n)                          (o) 
 
 
Figure 8  Pharmacophoric feature vectors of FAE substrates generated by the feature mapping protocol of Discovery studio 2.5. Colour key - Hydrogen 
bond donor: Magenta Vector; Hydrogen bond acceptor: Green Vector; Ring aromatic: Brown vector; Hydrophobic: blue. 3D coordinates of substrate 
structures were calculated with CORINA (Gasteiger et al, 1992). (a) Methyl cinnamate; (b) Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate; (c) Methyl 3-hydroxy 
cinnamate; (d) Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate; (e) Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate; (f) Methyl 2-methoxy 
cinnamate; (g) Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate; (h) Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate; (i) Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate; (j)Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate; 
(k) Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate; (l) Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate; (m) Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate; (n) 
Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate; (o) Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl propionate. 
 
 
Pharmacophore models generated for the substrates of AnFaeB 
and T sFaeC were also validated in a similar fashion and their heat 
maps are shown in Figure 9(b) and 9(c) respectively. I n the case of 
AnFaeB, pharmacophore model 08 maps well against all AnFaeB 
substrates and gives very low alignment scores for compounds 2, 
7, 9, 10, 11 and 14, which are substrates that selectively act on 
AnFaeA and/or TsFaeC (T able 8). T he best performing 
pharmacophore model 08 for AnFaeB substrates consists of two 

H -bond acceptors (H BA1 & H BA2) and two hydrophobic 
(H ydrophobic 1& H ydrophobic 2) features shown in Figure 10(b). 
Finally for enzyme T sFaeC, pharmacophore model 06 aligns well 
with all its substrates and is able to correctly distinguish 
compounds 6, 8 and 11 as inactive. T he best performing 
pharmacophore model 06 for T sFaeC substrates consists of two 
H -bond acceptors (H BA1 & H BA2) and two hydrophobic 
(H ydrophobic 1& H ydrophobic 2) features shown in Figure 10(c). 
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Figure 9(a)  Ligand profiler heat map for pharmacophore models of AnFaeA substrates. Pharmacophore model 06 maps well against all the active substrates of AnFaeA. Substrates shown on Y-axis are [1] Methyl 
cinnamate; [2] Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate; [3] Methyl 3-hydroxy cinnamate; [4] Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate; [5] Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate; [6] Methyl 2-methoxy 
cinnamate; [7] Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate; [8] Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate; [9] Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate; [10] Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate; [11] Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate; [12] Methyl 4-
hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate; [13] Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate; [14] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate; [15] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl 
propionate; [16] Methyl 3,4-dichloro phenyl propionate; [17] Methyl 4-hydroxy phenyl acetate; [18] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl acetate; [19] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy phenyl acetate; [20] Methyl 4-hydroxy 
benzoate; [21] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy benzoate; [22] Methyl 5-phenylpenta-2,4-dienoate; [23] Methyl L-tyrosine; [24] Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy phenyl propionate; [25] Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy cinnamate. The 
heat map values show how well compounds map to pharmacophore models; higher values indicate better mapping of compounds to pharmacophore model. The colour legend corresponds with the alignment score and 
is in the range between 0 and 1.0 with high values above 0.9 (red) indicating good match. Substrates on which AnFaeA can act are highlighted in bold. 
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Figure 9(b)  Ligand profiler heat map for pharmacophore models of AnFaeB substrates. Pharmacophore model 08 maps well against all the active substrates of AnFaeB. Substrates shown on Y-axis are [1] Methyl 
cinnamate; [2] Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate; [3] Methyl 3-hydroxy cinnamate; [4] Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate; [5] Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate; [6] Methyl 2-
methoxy cinnamate; [7] Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate; [8] Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate; [9] Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate; [10] Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate; [11] Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate; [12] Methyl 
4-hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate; [13] Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate; [14] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate; [15] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl 
propionate; [16] Methyl 3,4-dichloro phenyl propionate; [17] Methyl 4-hydroxy phenyl acetate; [18] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl acetate; [19] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy phenyl acetate; [20] Methyl 4-hydroxy 
benzoate; [21] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy benzoate; [22] Methyl 5-phenylpenta-2,4-dienoate; [23] Methyl L-tyrosine; [24] Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy phenyl propionate; [25] Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy cinnamate. The 
heat map values show how well compounds map to pharmacophore models; higher values indicate better mapping of compounds to pharmacophore model. The colour legend corresponds with the alignment score and 
is in the range between 0 and 1.0 with high values above 0.9 (red) indicating good match. Substrates on which AnFaeB can act are highlighted in bold. 
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Figure 9(c)  Ligand profiler heat map for pharmacophore models of TsFaeC substrates. Pharmacophore model 06 maps well against all the active substrates of TsFaeC. Substrates shown on Y-axis are [1] 
Methyl cinnamate; [2] Methyl 2-hydroxy cinnamate; [3] Methyl 3-hydroxy cinnamate; [4] Methyl 4-hydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl p-coumarate; [5] Methyl 3,4-dihydroxy cinnamate (or) Methyl caffeate; [6] 
Methyl 2-methoxy cinnamate; [7] Methyl 3-methoxy cinnamate; [8] Methyl 4-methoxy cinnamate; [9] Methyl 3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate; [10] Methyl 3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate; [11] Methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate; 
[12] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl ferulate; [13] Methyl 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy cinnamate; [14] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy cinnamate (or) Methyl sinapate; [15] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-
methoxy phenyl propionate; [16] Methyl 3,4-dichloro phenyl propionate; [17] Methyl 4-hydroxy phenyl acetate; [18] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy phenyl acetate; [19] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxy phenyl acetate; [20] 
Methyl 4-hydroxy benzoate; [21] Methyl 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy benzoate; [22] Methyl 5-phenylpenta-2,4-dienoate; [23] Methyl L-tyrosine; [24] Methyl 3,4-methylene dioxy phenyl propionate; [25] Methyl 3,4-methylene 
dioxy cinnamate. The heat map values show how well compounds map to pharmacophore models; higher values indicate better mapping of compounds to pharmacophore model. The colour legend corresponds with the 
alignment score and is in the range between 0 and 1.0 with high values above 0.9 (red) indicating good match. Substrates on which TsFaeC can act are highlighted in bold. 
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Figure 10  Pharmacophore models for the substrates of three enzymes viz., AnFaeA, AnFaeB and TsFaeC. (a) The best performing HipHop 
pharmacophore model for the substrates of AnFaeA. (b) The best performing HipHop pharmacophore model for the substrates of AnFaeB. (c) The best 
performing HipHop pharmacophore model for the substrates of TsFaeC. Blue: hydrophobic features; Green: H-bond acceptor features and their 
projections from the molecule to hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors or charged groups in the binding site. 
 
Finally, we aligned the three pharmacophore models in order to 
look into their similarities and differences (see Figure 11). T he 
differences in the pharmacophores show that a particular feature 
may be essential for the given enzyme, but the presence of that 
feature may hinder the activity of another enzyme. For example, 
consider the hydrophobic methoxy group features (attached to the 
benzene ring) of substrate [11] i.e., methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy 
cinnamate. Only AnFaeA can act on methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy 
cinnamate and the pharmacophore model developed for AnFaeA 
substrates aligns well with two of the hydrophobic methoxy group 

features.  T he pharmacophore model developed for AnFaeB 
substrates does not accommodate any of the hydrophobic 
methoxy group features, which is in line with the fact that AnFaeB 
cannot act on methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate. T he 
pharmacophore model of T sFaeC can accommodate one of the 
hydrophobic methoxy features of methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy 
cinnamate, and this is the reason for T sFaeC activity on methyl 
3,4-dimethoxy cinnamate [9] and methyl 3,5-dimethoxy 
cinnamate [10] but not on methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate 
[11]. T he alignments of methyl 3,4,5

  

    
 
 
 
Figure 11  Comparison of pharmacophore models for the substrates of three enzymes viz., AnFaeA, AnFaeB and TsFaeC. (a) Alignment of AnFaeA 
and AnFaeB pharmacophore models. (b) Alignment of AnFaeA and TsFaeC pharmacophore models. (c) Alignment of AnFaeB and TsFaeC 
pharmacophore models. For better view of alignments, Pharmacophore models for AnFaeA, AnFaeB and TsFaeC were colored in Magenta, Blue and 
Brown respectively. For details of respective pharmacophoric features see Fig 10. 
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T he alignments of methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate [11] with 
respective pharmacophores are depicted in Figure 12(a), (b) and 
(c). H ydrophobic methoxy group features are depicted as 
polyhedrons in Figure 12(d), (e) and (f) which shows that 
presence of more than one hydrophobic methoxy groups attached 
to the benzene ring of the substrates makes AnFaeB incapable for 
acting on them. W hereas, T sFaeC can accommodate one 
hydrophobic methoxy group attached to the benzene ring of the 
substrate, but presence of more than two hydrophobic methoxy 
groups makes it incapable to act on the substrate. 

T he pharmacophore models developed from AnFaeA, AnFaeB 
and T sFaeC substrates represent all members of the sub-families 
12A, 4A and 4B respectively (see T able 7) and can, thus, be used 
for the prediction of their substrate binding profiles. Availability 
of sequence and binding activity data for FAEs of other sub-
families will make possible the development of pharmacophore 
models that will represent the members of their respective sub-
families, as we propose them in the present work. 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 12  Comparison of hydrophobic features in the pharmacophore models developed for the substrates of AnFaeA, AnFaeB and TsFaeC. (a) 
Alignment of methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate with the pharmacophore model of AnFaeA substrates. (b) Alignment of methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy 
cinnamate with the pharmacophore model of AnFaeB substrates. (c) Alignment of methyl 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamate with the pharmacophore model of 
TsFaeC substrates. (d), (e), (f): The hydrophobic methoxy group features depicted in polyhedrons. For details of respective pharmacophoric features 
see Fig 10. 
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Conclusions and future prospects 
W hile the knowledge on production and characterization of FAEs 
has been increasing at a rapid and exciting rate, publication of 
primary sequences of characterized FAEs and structure- function 
relationship data are still at low pace. T he recent growth in reports 
showing FAEs with unlimited properties and applications pushed 
forward to a new classification platform considering FAEs from 
Bacteria, Fungi and Plantae. Even though FAEs possess common 
characteristics, like the classic constellation of the Ser-H is-Asp 
triad, variations in amino acid sequences forming surface loops 
and additional domains allow them to accommodate diverse 
substrates. By using the properties of the whole sequence we 
propose a new classification system for FAEs resulting into 12 
distinct families, while by careful inspection of the catalytic 
residues constellation in the sequences of each family we were able 
to further divide FAEs into more informative sub-families. FAEs 
empirically characterized as type A-D by Crepin et al (2004), are 
correctly placed in different sub-families in our classification 
scheme. At the same time, FAEs of the same type are primarily 
found in the same sub-family, with the exception of type B FAEs 
that are shared among three sub-families, demonstrating the 
biological relevance of our method. W e should emphasize the fact 
that the classification system that we propose does not contradict 
but rather significantly expands the current knowledge in the area 
and allows a systematic understanding of the mode of action of 
FAEs.  

I n addition, the development of pharmacophore models for 
specific FAE sub-families will have a huge impact on the 
application of members of the particular group to completely 
novel and unexpected substrates. V irtual screening with the 
developed pharmacophores of chemical and natural compound 
databases could reveal unique opportunities for FAEs-based-
biocatalytic modifications to synthesize compounds with altered 
or improved medicinal properties. Acquisition of biochemical 
data for FAEs that belong to each of the proposed families will 
further complete our descriptor-based classification system. W e 
are confident that it will also provide researchers and industries 
with the toolbox from which to select FAEs for suitable reactions 
and applications. 
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T he following Supplementary Files associated with this article can 
be obtained though e-mail from D.B.R.K . Gupta Udatha 
(gupta.udatha@chalmers.se) 
 
Supplementary File 1:  
T able S1: FAEs from fungi, bacteria and plantae kingdoms along 
with their reported hydrolytic substrate specificities. 
T able S2: FAEs and reported synthetic applications. 
T able S3: FAE-related sequences from fungi, sorted according to 
T axonomy lineage. 
T able S4: FAE-related sequences from bacteria, sorted according 
to T axonomy lineage. 
T able S5: FAE-related sequences from plantae, sorted according to 
T axonomy lineage. 
T able S6: FAE-related sequences from protists, sorted according 
to T axonomy lineage. 
T able S7: FAE-related sequences --- respective lengths of signal 
peptide and mature sequence. 
T able S8: Distribution of FAE-related sequences from all 
kingdoms among the bootstrapped rectangular phylogram. 
Compared with the T axonomy lineage shown in T ables S1 to S4, 
the lineage presented here is jumbled according to bootstrapped 
phylogram. Distribution of seventeen characterized FAE and their 
type is also indicated according to the classification system of 
Crepin et al (2004).  
 
Supplementary File 2:  
T able S9: T hirteen FAE clusters of descriptor set DS14; protein 
name, organism and kingdom of respective members are given. 
FAE type of experimentally characterized sequences is designated 
in the last column according to the classification system of Crepin 
et al (2004). 
 
Supplementary File 3:  
T able S10: Superfamilies assigned to FAE and putative FAE 
sequences by UFO server. 
T able S11: Blocks graphical map positions in sequences of 
respective clusters. Blocks graphical map showing conserved 
domains in the members of respective clusters. 
T able S12: Nucleophilic elbow [GXSXG] positions in FAE and 
putative FAE sequences detected using BioEdit program. 
T able S13: Catalytic triad residues predicted by I NT REPI D server. 
T he catalytic triad residues with high I NT REPI D information-
theoretic score were selected from T op 25 functional residues 
output. 
 
Supplementary File 4:  
T able S14: Classification system of FAEs covering fungal, bacterial 
and plantae kingdoms. Distribution of known types of FAEs 
(Crepin et al, 2004) among the sub-families is also indicated. 
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